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Your kitten(s)/cat(s) last vet check was performed on the date of  __________ at;

__________________________________________________________________________________

The kitten(s)’ first vaccinations were given _____________________________.

The kitten(s)’ second vaccinations were given _____________________________.

Ragdalore guarantees that this kitten was spayed or neutered on the date of __________

The purchaser of this kitten/cat has 5 business days to take the animal to a licensed veterinarian of their choice for a

physical examination; proof of this examination is required within 15 days of the date of signing this contract.

Failure to provide proof of examination will null and void any guarantee and this contract. If your veterinarian finds a

life-threatening genetic defect during this initial examination you may return your kitten with all original paperwork

for a replacement kitten. The replacement kitten will be of equal value as available. You must provide a copy of the

finding and diagnoses to Ragdalore along with any and all pertinent scans and lab results pertaining to the disorder.

You must also allow Ragdalore and my veterinarian to speak directly with your veterinarian. If a kitten is not

available, you will be added to the waiting list for a kitten from a future litter. We will not be responsible for any

veterinarian fees for your kitten’s examination or for any travel expenses to return the kitten to Ragdalore or to get a

new kitten to you. We will not be responsible for any expenses incurred after the time of ownership transfer. The new

owner accepts all responsibility in relation to this kitten(s)/cat(s) at time of ownership transfer.

Ragdalore guarantees this kitten to be HCM negative; additionally we guarantee that this kitten’s mother and father

are both HCM negative. We guarantee the health of our Ragdolls against the genetic disorders for which both parents

of each kitten have been tested with subsequent negative results. Health guarantees are null and void if routine

veterinarian check-ups and vaccinations are not kept current. New owner agrees to maintain regular health

check-ups, immunizations, flea & parasite control, a clean and healthy environment and an appropriate diet to

maintain the kitten/cat’s optimal health.

Your kitten will need to complete the FVRCP series and will need a Rabies vaccination. We will provide you a record

of completed vaccinations, veterinarian health check-ups, and de-worming treatments. Do not give the Rabies vaccine

at the same time as the FVRCP vaccine. Please give these vaccines at least 3-4 weeks apart.

Vaccines for FIP or FeLV are NOT core vaccines and are not recommended for Ragdolls. If you choose to give these

vaccines, all guarantees will be null and void. Ragdalore does not warranty kittens/cats from adverse reactions against

future vaccinations.
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We make no guarantees on unpredictable features such as but not limited to; personality, behavior, color, physical

size, and/or coat length and/or texture. We can only make predictions based on the genetics and known characteristics

of their parents.

We highly recommend that you do not declaw your kitten/cat. It is an unnecessary medical expense that causes

long-term damage and pain. Do not let your new fur baby roam freely outdoors. Due to their trusting and friendly

demeanor Ragdolls are better suited to an indoor environment; they are unable to find their way home if they wander

too far and have been known to follow other people home due to their friendly nature.

It is completely normal for kitten(s)/cat(s) to show signs of stress when entering a new environment. Symptoms may

include; sneezing, runny nose, watery eyes, eye crusts, constipation, diarrhea, mewling, disorientation, shedding, loss

of appetite, and fear; with kindness and patience these symptoms usually subside within the first few days.

[ ✓ ]  This kitten is being sold with breeding rights for an additional fee of ________________

**BREEDING PORTION OF CONTRACT IS NULL & VOID IF CAT IS BRED BEFORE 1 YEAR OF MATURITY!!!**

Ragdalore guarantees this kitten will produce offspring before the age of 2 yrs old.

In the event the Ragdoll is sterile or infertile.

The buyer will need to submit verification to Ragdalore from TICA that no offspring have been produced or

registered and all vet records must be released to me and my veterinarian as proof of infertility.

The intact non producing Ragdoll in question may be returned to Ragdalore in exchange for a replacement kitten/cat

of the same quality and standard and also as close to the same color, markings, and lineages as possible.

Buyer agrees they will not resell or place ragdoll into another cattery for breeding purposes unless given written

consent by Ragdalore.

Buyer must spay/neuter the cat when retiring it from breeding.

Failure to comply with the terms and requirements of this contract will null and void Ragdalore and its owner(s) of

any and all responsibilities and obligations in reference to the purchase of this kitten(s)/cat(s).

Breeder

Ragdalore Ragdolls ___________________________ Date  __________________________

Purchaser  _________________________________     Date  __________________________
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